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01 ARTISTIC

01. ARTISTIC

This is. an interest, ik,, eaiive expreSsion of feelings or ideas.
You an satisfy.this int rest: in several of the, creative or performing arts fields. You may

enjoy literature. Perhaps writing or editing would satisfy you You may prefer to work in the
perforMing arts. Yod coulds:diAst or perforrri in, drama, music, or dance. you may enjoy the
visual arts. Vou could fin.' iiia as a critic or crelator in painting,,sculpture, Or ceramics. Youiv,-
may w r4 .to '.use your han\' .to create or.d'ecoratb products. You May also prefer to model or,

e -.

develo entertaining acts.' , /\
01.01 Literary Arts
01.02 Visual Arts
oLoa Perfdrming....Arts: Draina

''?01.04 Performing Arts:,$usic
° 01.05 Perfoiming s: Dance-

,

101.06' Technical A
1.07 Amusement

01.08 Modeling



01.01

01.01 LITERARY ARTS

Litergry arts include prose, poetry, 'and drama. Workers in this group write,
edit, analyze, or direct the production or publication of some type of literary art.
Companies which publish books,' magazines, greeting cards, or newspapers employ
workers in this group. Jobs in the literary arts are also found in the radio, television,
and motion picture industries. Some writers are self-employed and sell their work to
publishers.



01.02" VISUAL ARTS

Visual arts drawing,, painting, sculpture, -ceramics, photpkraphy,, and
design. Advedising gencies, printing and publishing firms, art schools, and depart
ment stores 'etriploY'Visual artists. Television and motion picture studios and indus.-

- firms also:, employ these workers. Some artists are self-employed. They may
teach or may sell 'their work themselves ?sc through an agent..
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01.03 PERFORMING ARTS: DRAMA

Drama, as used here, includes Ways, musicals, readings,' pantomimes, and similar
performances. Tasks' in this group include performing, teaching, and directing. Radio
stations, television and motion picture studios, and theaters employ workers in this
group. Schools and colleges also employ some of these workers..



01.04

01.04 PERFORMING ARTS: MUSIC

Music, as used here, includes ttlaying an 'instrument, singing, arranging, and
composing. Teaching and directing music groups are alsOincluded. Workers in this
group dark find lobs in, theaters, television and radio dtations, concert halls, or
wherever music is perfOrmed. *Schools and colleges, recording studios, and music
publishing companies also, employ theie 'woikers.



01.05 PERFORMING ARTS: DANCE

Dance, as used here, includes composing, performing, , or teaching rhythmic
body movements. Television and, movie studios,. theaters, and night clubs employ
workers in this; group. Schools and colleges may also employ -these workers.



01.06

01.06 TECHNICAL ARTS

Technical arts includes graphics, handcrafts, and product decoration. Workers
in this group use materials such as wood, stone, clay; metal, and gemstones. InduS-
tries such as printing and publishing map making, taxidermy, and jewelry employ
these workers. Companieso-inaldng furniture or ceramic tiles also have jobs in this
group. Some workers are self-employed and sell their own products.

1.
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01.07 fMUSEMENT
Amusement, as used here, includes performIng an act to enter4in people in a

setting such as a carnival. Workers attract people's attention by shouting, gesturing,
or wearing a costume. Carnivals, street fairs-, and amusement paries often employ
these workers.

14
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01.08 MODELING
Modeling involves appearing before a camera or- an audience with no speaking

assignment. Workers, show how clothes ana jewelry look when 'worn, stand in for
movie performers, and pose for artists. Stores, motion picture studios, and artists'
and photographers' studios employ these workers.

15_



02 SCIENTIFIC

"L

02. SCIENTIFIC

This js an interest in researching and collecting data about the natural world and applying
them to problems in medical, life, or physiCal sciences.

You can satisfy this interest by working with the knowledge and processes involved in
the sciences. You may enjoy to research and develop new knolgledge in mathematics. Perhaps
salving problems in the physical or life' sciences would satisfy You. You may prefer to study
medicine and help humans or animals. You could work as a Practitioner 'in the health field.
You may want to work with scientific equipment and proeectures. You could seek a job in
research or testing laboratories.

02.01 Physi&l-ScienCes
02.02 Life Sciences
02.03. Medical Sciences*
02.04 Laboratory Technology



02.01

02.01 PHYSICAL SCIENCES

Physical sciences: are based on mathematics, physics, and chetnistry. Workers
in this grouprze search, discover, and test new theories. Some workers research new
or improved' materials or processes for production and construction. Other workers
research such fields as geology, astronomy, oceanography, and computer science. All
of the worker conclusions are based on data that can be measured or proved.
Industries, government agencies,"oF-.144....we universities employ most of these workers
in their research facilities.

J



02.02 LIFE SCIENCES

Life sciences are: the studies of plants and animals. Workers in this group con-
duct research and experiments to expand knOwledge about living organisms. Workers
may try to solve problems related to the effects -of the environment on plint and
animal life. They may study causes of diseaSes.,_ 'awl,. methods Of control: Hospitals,
government agencies, industries, or universities4.1sUally employ these:workers in
research facilities. . .
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02.03

02.03 MEDICAL SCIENCES_

Medical sciences involve the prevention, diagnosis, and treatment of l4uman and
animal diseases, disorders, or injuries. Some workers in this group specialize in treat-
ing specific kinds of illnesses or areas of the body. Doctors, dentists, veterinarians,
and other health workers usually work in hospitals or clinias.

19



02.04 YLABORATO TECHNOLOGY
. .

specialLaboratory technology involves using special equipment ,to 4 perform . tests in -,
chemistry, biology, or physics. Workers in this group record data obtained from'
experiments and tests. They help scientists, researchers, and engineers in their.
work. pospitals; governinent agencies, universities, and private indugtries employ
these workers, in theft research labs.
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_03. ,NATURE. ,.

This is an interest in 1 activities involving the physical care of plants and'anitnals, usually
in an outdoor setting.

You can satisfy this interest by working ir( tarming, forestry, fishing, and related fields.
You may like doing physical work outdoors, working on a farm. You may enjoy animals. Per-
haps training or taking care of animals would satisfy you. You may prefer to use your manade-

, ment abilities. You: could own, operate, or manage farms or related businesses or services.

03.01 Managerial Work: Nature
03.02- General' Supervision: Nature
03.03 Animal Training and Care
03.04 Elemental Work: Nature'

%wow
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0).01 MANAGERIAL WORK: NATURE.

Managerial wbrk: nature is 4he mapaging and directing of work in farming,
logging, or forestry. It, includes, fish-and animal breeding, landscaping, and ranching.
Some workers in this -group own and operate, their own farms or related businesses.
Private owners, large companies, and the government also employ workers in this
group. Managers often do physical work with the people they 'direct. Job settings
include farms, ranches, landsca nurseries, fish hatcheries, and forests.

o.
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03.02

_-f°03.02 GENERAL SUPERVISION: NATURE

General supervision: nature is overseeing /several kinds Of w k in farming, fish-
ing, or forestry. Workers in this group usually work under a ge eral manager. Job
settings include farms, ranches, landscape nurseries, fish hatcheries, forests,, and fish-
ing boats. ,

1.
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03.03 ANIMAL TRAINING AND` CARE,.

Animal training and care. include the feeding and taking care of animals used
for vas purposes. Animals are trained to entertain or be of service to people.
Many dogs, cats, birds, and fish are raised and solc1.--as. pets. Wild animals, marine
animals, horses, and dogs are trained *Perform or to race.' Dogs are trained to lead
the blind. .or prot people and .Property. Small anitnals are raised for medical
research. Animal shelters, zoos, circuses, and pet shops employ workers in this
group: Itace tracks, medical labs, inari e animal shows, and animal training schoolsti
also employ these workers. :

Veterinarians 'and jobs related-to the caring of farm animals are not included in
this group. , ,

4
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03.04 ELEMENTAL WORK: NATURE

Elemental work: nature involves the use of physical strength and energy to do
things with your hands:Work in this gioup of jobs is usually done outside. These job's
are found on farms, fishing boats, or along fishing watersfWcirkers in ails group may
also find jobs in forests, parks, gardens, or. nurseries. e, 4 - l



.04 AUTHORITY

. .

This is an interest in using authority to protect people and properey.
You can satisfy this interest by working in law enforcement,. fire -fighting,.; and related

fieldS. You may enjoy mental challenge and intrigue. You could investigate crimes or flies.
You may prefer to fight fires and respond to other emergencies: You. may want More routine
work. Perhaps a job in guarding or patrolling would satisfy you. You may prefer to Iuse your
management ability. You. could seek leadership positions in law enforcement and the protective
servicvn.

Asfatt, 04,01 Safety and Law Enforcement
04.02 Security Services

NMI



04.01

04.01 SAFETY. AND LAW ENFORCEMENT

° Safety and law enfofcement is the enforcing, of rules concerning public welfare---N
and safety. Most jobs in this group, are in government services. Police. , departments,

departments, and similar ancies employ many workers. Businesses offer a few
jib, openings.



04.02
04.02 SECURITY 'SERVICES

Security services keep people and property safe from unlawful acts or from such
hazards as fires or accidents. Many Jobs in this group are found in government ser-
vice. Hotels, stores, resorts, and industries may hire workers in this group.



-(35-614CHANiCAL

05. MECHANICAL

This is an interest in applying mechanical principles to practical situations, using ma-
chines, hand. tools, or, techniques.

You can satisfy this interest in .a variety of work ranging from routine to complex pro-
.fessional jobs: You may enjoy working with ideas about things. You could seek a job in engi-
neering or in-a related teChnical field. You may prefer to deal directly with things. You could
find a job in the crafts and trades, building, making, or repairing things. You may like to drive
or operate vehicleand special equipment. You May prefer routine or physiCal work in settings
other than factories. Perhaps work in mining .or construction would satisfy you.

05.01 Engineering
05.02 Managerial Work: Mechanleal
05.03 Engineering Technology":-
05.04, Air and Water Vehicl'Operation
05.05 Craft Technology
05.06 Systems Operation

05.07 Quail, Control
05:08 Land Vehicle Operation
05.09 Materials Control
05.1,0 Skilled Hand and .Machine Work
05.i1 Equipment Operation'
05.12 Elemental Work: Mechanical

1111141111ii



05.01 ENGINEERING
, .

Engineering is the use of science and mathematics to solve problems in Construc-
tion, manufacturing, and other industries. Factories, construction companies,' rnines,-
bil fields, and research labs employ workers in this group: .

.



06.02
.z)

05.02 MANAGERIAL WORK: MECHANICAL

Managerial work: mechanical is the directing of technical operations in an indus-
try, utility, or government agency. Jobs in this group are found in such fields as min-
ing, corfstruction, communications, manufacture, transportation, and .fuel production.



r- 0
05.03 ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

Vngineering, -teehnolog-y is the techniCal detail vvork required to apply engineer,
ing ideas. Thi' work- inclUde§'survleying,- drafting, and engineering technology. It also
includes ,controlling the fiOw of - materials to meet production schedules. Factories,
con*tructiOn companies, carchiteCts, engineering fix-ens, and research labs employ
workers in, this ,group.
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65.04
05.04 AlleAND. WATER VEHIG E OPERATION

Air and water vehicle operation is. th9 moving of passengers or cargo by plane or
ship. The workers included in this grOup pilot airplanes or ships or supe\rvise others
who do. They Work for shipping companies artd commercial airlines: Companies and
people who haye their own boats or airplanes also hire these workers. Workers in
this group travel" to simony ports or Airports in the world.



05.05

05.05 CRAFT TECHNOLOGY

Craft technology is highly skilled custom hand and machine work requiring
mastery of a process or technique. Food preparation is also included in this group.
Industries such as construction and printing employ workers in this group. Some
workers provide mechanical services to people and businesses.. Large restaurants hire
some of these workers to, oversee food preparation.

34



05.06

05.06 SYSTEMS OPERATION

Systems operation is the control. and care of equipment in a mechanical system.
The system may create and distribute electricity, heat and cool a building, or treat
and distribute water. Jobs in this group are found in oil fields, refineries, utility
companies, and large buildings.



05.07

05.07 QUALITY CONTROL

Quality: control is inspecting and checking equipment; materials, and produCts
in settings other than factories. Work may involve measuring or testing raw Mate-
terials to check whether quality standards' are met. Workers in this group are ern-
ployed in such settings as mines, loading docks, quarries, warehouses, oil fields, and
construction sites.



05.08

05.08 LAND VEHICLE OPERATION

Land vehicle operators drive freight, hauling vehicles or supervise others who ..
do. Railroad companies, trucking firms, and delivery services employ workers in this
group. Companies which own and operate freight carriers for their own use also hire
these workers. Jobs .in this group are scattered throughout the, country.



05.09
05.09 MATERIALSVONTROL

Materials control is -the shipping, receiving, and storing of materials and prod-
ucts. Workers count the products, keep records, and make Schedules tp control the

/ flow of materials. Firm§ which make, sell, distribute, or receive large quantities of
materials or products employ the workers. Jobs in this group are also found in
hospitals and government agencies.

4.
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05.10-
05.10 SKILLED HAND AND MACHINE WORK

Skilled hand and machine work, as used here, is custom work requiring some
knowledge of processes and techniques. Food preparation is also included in this group.

The construction and mining industries employ workers in this group in settings
other than factories. Firms which repair, install, and maintain products also employ
these workers. Hotels and restaurants hire workers who prepare foods.

A



05.11 EQUIPMENT OPERATION

. Equipment operation is the use of- machinery for excavating, drilling, paving,
mining, hoisting, or dredging. , . , .

Jobs in this group are,found in mining and construction sites, factories, ware-
houses. and docks.-



05.12 ELEMENTAL WORK: MECHANICAL

-!Eleirierital work: mechaniCal is lifting and carrying materials, tools, and equip-,
inent or Itedping. equipment anAl work areas clean. Some workers operate simple
Machines. Workers in this group usually follow instructions Od make a few job
decisions. Jobs-in this group-are found in mining, construction,, and settings' other'.;
than /actories.



06. INDUSTRIAL

This is an interest in ..r.7?ietitive, concrete, organized activities in a factory setting.
You can satisfy fhis terest by working in numerQus industries which manufacture

goods on a mass production basis: You may .enjoy- manual work, using your hands or hand
_

tools. Perhaps you may prefer to operate or tend machines. You may like to inspect, sort,
count, or weigh products. You may prefer-to use your training and experience to set up ma-
chines or supervise other Workers.

06.01 Production Technology
06.02 Production Work
06.03 Production Control -
06.04 Elemental Work:Indusfrial



06.01 PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY

Produc/ion technology involves a complex knowledge of a product or process to
set up and operate production machines. Workers in this group also inspect prod-
ucts thoroughly, do precise hand work, and supervise less skilled workers. Jobs in this
group are found in various industries involved in manufacturing and processing.

43
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06.02 PRODUCTION WORK /
Production work, is hand and machine work requiring skills developedthrough

training and experience. Workers in this group also perform a general inspection of
products and supervise production workers. Jobs in this group are found in manufac-
turing and processing plants.

4.4



06.03

06.03 PRODUCTION CONTROL

PrOductiop control means to regulate the quality of products and "materials.
Workers in this sgroUP inspect, test, weigh, or sort products and materials. Some
workers also record data. Jobs in this group are found in manufacturing and pro-
cessing plants.



06.04
06.04 ELEMENTAL WORK: INDUSTRIAL

, Elemental work: industrial is routine work requiring little training or experi-
ence. Tasks include loading and unloading machines as well as using simple hand tools.
Jobs in thiS group are fOurid in manufacturing and processing plants.

t"



This is an interest in activities requiring accuracy and attention to details, primarily iia
an office setting. ,

You can satisfy this interest in a wide variety of jobs in which you can attend to the details
of a business operation. You- may enjoy using your math skills. Perhaps a job in billing, Com-
puting, or financial record keeping would, satisfy you. You may prefer to deal with people.,You
would seek a job in which you meet the publie, talk on the telephone, or supervise' other work-
ers. You may like to operate computer terminals, typeWriters, or bookkeeping machines. Per-
haps a job ,in record keeping, filing, or, recording would satisfy you. You may prefer to use your
training and experience to 'manage offices and supervise other workers.

OL_BUSINESS DETAIL

07.01 Administrative Detail
07.02 Mathematical Detail
07.03 Financial Detail
07.04 Information Processing - Speaking
07.05 Information Processing - Records
07.06 Clerical Machine Operation
07.07 Clerical Handling



07.01 ADMINISTRATIVE DETAIL

Administrative detail is technical clerical work requiring special skills and knowl-
edge. Workers .in this group Make minor decisions related to office operations. Jobs
in this group, are found in the offices of businesses, industries, courts, and government
agencies. Doctors, 1 ers, and other professionals also hire these workers. '



07.02.

.07.02 MATHEMATICAL DETAIL

Mathematical detail is clerical work using arithmetic skills to process numerical
data related to a business operation. Work involves figuring and keeping records of
quantities,: costs, and charges. -Jobs in this group are found in businesses, industries,
and government agencies. Banks, finance companies, and accounting firms hire many.
of these workers.

49
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07.03 FINANCIAL DETAIL..

Financial detail is work requiring math skills as''well as an ability to deal with
the public. Workers in this group also keep records and supervise the work of others.
Jobs in this group are found where money is paid to or received from the public.
Banks and other financial, institutions also employ workers in this group.

50



07.04 INFORMATION. PROCESSING: SPEAKING

Information processing, as used here, is speaking with people as a main job task.
Some workers in this group use telephones, radios, or the telegraph. Businesses, insti-
tutions, and government akencies employ most cif 'these workers in theiroffices.

'



07.05 INFORMATION PROCESSING: RECORDS

Information processing, . as used here, means to compile, "review, or maintain
records. Workers in this group also schedule workers and chedk records- for accuracy.

bs .in this group are .found in most offices, institutions, and, government agencies.

CP
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07.06 CLERICAL MACHINE OPERATION

- Clerical Mathine operation involves the use of business machines to record or
process data These machines are used to type, sort, compute, send, or receive data
These jobs are found wherever large amounts of data are processed, sent, or received:
Businesses, industries, and government agencies employ most of the workers in this
group.

1
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07.07

HANDLING

clerical duties requiring little specific
sort, copy, route, or deliver data. Most
agencies employ these -workers.

07.07 CLERICAL

Jobs in this group involve performing
preparation or skill. These duties are to file,
large businesses, industries, arid, government



This is an interest in influencing others through sales and promotional techniques.
You can satisfy this, interest in a wide variety of sales jobs. You may enjoy selling tech-

, Meal productS or services. Perhaps' you may prefer a selling job which requires less background
knowledge. You may enjoy dealing with business and industrial workers. You could seek a job
in whOlesale sales. You may like to deal with the general public. 'Your could work in stores,
sales offices, or in customers' bogies. You may prefer to,buy and sell Koducts to make a profit.

08.01 Sales 'reahnology'
;08.02 Generl Sales
08.03 Vending'



08.01 SALES TECHNOLOGY

Sales technology .is the selling of technical equipment such as Industrial ma-
chinery-. Jobs also include the selling of insurance and services. Some workers in
this group buy as well as sell. Wholesale, service, insurance, and other private 'firms

. employ workers in this. group....



08,02

08.02 GENERAL SALES

.General' sales are the selling of products or services to businesses, industries,
or persons. Jobs in this group are found, wherever there. is contact with people for
the' purpose of selling. Settings include retail and wholesale stores and businesses.

A
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08.03 VENDING

Vending is the peddling of inexpensive items in public buildings, at public gather.:
ings, or on street corners. Most Jobs are found in restaurants, clubs, or sports arenas.

1.
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09 ACCOMMODATING

09. ACCOMMODATING

This is an intereSt in catering to and serving the desires of others,, usually on a one -to -one
basis.

You cart satisfy this interest by providing Services for the convenience of others. You
may enjoy making others feel at ease, by providing hospitality services. You may prefer to
improve the appearance of others. Perhaps working in the hair and beauty care field would
satisfy you. You may like, to provide personal services such as taking tickets, 'carrying bag-

. gage, or Ushering..

09.01 Hospitality ServiCes
09.02 Barbering and. Beauty Services
09.03 Passenger Services
09.04 Customer Services
09.05 Attendant Services /



09.01 HOSPITALITY. SERVICES

Hospitality services help people feel at ease and enjoy themselves. These services
may involve planning and directing social events or guiding,people through museums,
cities, or countries.-,Airline, railroad, ship, an_d..es6ort companies, as well as resorts
and hotels, employ workers in this group. --Jas also can be found in social clubs.

Pp
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09.02 BARBERING110 BEAUTY. SERVICES

Barbering and beauty services are intended . to change or improve personal'
appearance. Barbering service ,includes.,haircuts, facial massages, scalp treatments,

. and shaves. Beauty service includes the care of skin and hair. Barber and beauty
shops employ workers in this group._Some workers own and operate their own busi-
nesses.

di s



09.03

09.03 PASSENGER SERVICES

Passenger services are thq transpoithig, of people by bus, taxi, limousine, or
other' vehicle. The workers included in this group drive such vehicles or instruct and
supervise those who do... Taxi, bus, or street railway companies hire most workers in
this group. Some workers e employed by hospitals. Others work for branches of
local government, such as plic schools.



'09.04

09.04 CUSTOMER SERVICES

Customer services involve prOviding people with various services in commercial
settings. Tasks usually include receiving payment and making change for the ser-
vices rendered. Hotels, restaurants, resorts, and stores empliiiy workers in this group.
Some of these jobs are found on board trains, airplanes; and ships.

ti



09.-05

09.05' ATTENDANT SERVICES

Attendant services are tasks Pecrformed for the comfort and convenience of other
people.:Attendant services take ace in a variety' of public and private settings. These
settings include hotels, restatir ts, athletic clubs, gambling casinos, reducing saions,
and private homes. Airports, eaters,. and sports arenas may employ these workers.



10 HUMANITARIAN

10. HUMANITARIAN.

This is an interest in helping individuals with their, mental, spiritual, social, physical, or
vocational concerns.

You can satisfy this 'interest through jobs in which a concern for the welfare of others is
important. Perhaps the spiritual or mental well-being of others concerns you. You could seek a
job in religion or counseling. You may prefeT to help others with physical problems. You
could work In the ,nursing, therapy, or rehabilitation field. You may like to provide needed
but less difficult care by working as an aide, orderly, or technician.

10.01 Social Services
10.02 Nursing and Therapy Services
10.03 Child and. Adult Care.



10.01 SOCIAL SERVICES

Social services help people, either one person at a time or in groups. Workers in
this group help people solve both day-to-day and special problems. These problems
may be related to a person's social, personal, vocational, educational, or religious
development. Churches, schools, guidance centers, and mental clinics, employ these
workers. Agencies such as welfare, employment, vocational rehabilitation, and juve-
nile, court also offer jobs in thiS group.



40.02

10,02 NURSING, AND THERAPY SERVICES

Nursing and therapy services involve caring fok and treating people to promote
their physical and emotional well-being. Most workers in this group are concerned
with ill and injured people. They also care for and treat people with physical handi-
caps. Some workers train or supervise others/ engaged in the care and treatment of
patients. Hospitals, nursing homes, and ,rehabilitation centers hire workers in this
group. Schools, industrial plants, doctors' offices, and private, homes also offer these
jobs.

a .1



10.03 CHILb AND ADULT CARE

Child and adult care involves assisting in the physical care' or welfare of others.
Some :workers assist in the care and treatment of the sick, injured, or physically
handicapped. Other workers mainly care for young children or the elderly: Hospitals,
clinics,, day care centers, and nursery schOols hire workers in this group: Treatment
centers for the handicapped and private homes also provide jobs in this group.

rf
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4

-11. SOCIAL-BUSINESS

this , is an interest in leading and influencing others through activities involving verbal
. .

..

or numerical. abilities. . . .

You can satisfy this interest through study and work in a wide variety of ,professional.
fields. You may enjoy .the challenge and responsibility of leadership. You could seek work in
administration or management. You may prefer to work with technical details. You could find
a .job in finanCe,, law, social research, or public -relations. You may like to help others learn.'
Perhaps working in education would satisfy you.: .

11.01 Mathematics and Statistics
11.02 Educational and Library Services
11.03 Social Research

.-' 11.04 Law
11.05. Business Administration.
11.06 Finance

11.07 Services AdminiStration
11.08 Communications
'11.09 Promotion-
11;10 RegVatiOns Enforcement
11.11 Business Management
11.12 Contracts and Claims



11.01; MATHEMATICS .AND STATISTICS

Mathematics and statistics involve working with numerical data and computer
systemS. Workers in this ,group apply theories in mathematics to solve problenis or
conduct research. Colleges, .firms; and government agencies which use computers or
conduct statistical research employ these workers.



11.02

11.02 EDUCATIONAL AND LIBRARY SERVICES

. Educational and library services include teaching, counseling; and library Virork.
Job settings are schools, colleges, librarieS, and other educational'ragerieies.

0



11.03 SOCIAL RESEARCH

Social .research is the study and analysis of information about people and societies.
This work may include researching past events and cultures or studying and solving
current social problems. Museums, schools and colleges, governinent agencies; and pri-
vate research foundatiens employ workers in this groUp.

ir.



41.04

11.04 LAW
Law, as used here, involves applying the knowledge of laws to advise people and

businesses on theil- rights and obligations. Workers in this group define the meaning
of laws to use it in courts of law, hearings, and business activities. Law firms, govern-
ment agencies, private businesses employ these workers. Some workers may be self-
employed and have their own practice. Others may be-elected or appointed to public
offices.

a
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11' 05.

11.05 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION.,,

Business administration is the management of a public agency or private busi-
ness. Workers in this group develop operating procedures, analyze problems, and
supervise workers. Businesses, industries, government agencies, unions, and profes-
sional groups employ these workers.
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11.06 FINANCE

Finance involves the design and control of financial records and the analysis
of financial data. Workers in this group check financial record keeping systems 'for
accuracy and supervise the work of others. Banks, loan companies, and investment
firms employ these workers. Businesses, industries, colleges, and government agencies
also hire these workers for their financial services.
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11.07

11.07 SERVICES ADMINISTRATION

Services administration is the management of agencies which proVide health;
welfare, education, or recreation services. Workers in, this group usually supervise
others who carry out the functions of a s ecific service. Schools; collegek hospitals,
prisons, community programs, and goveWent agencies employ these workers.

ry
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11.08 COMMUNICATIONS

Communications include the writing, editing, and translating of nonfictional
information. Some workers also read news reports on radio or television.

Newspapers, publishing firms, and radio and television stations employ these
Workers. Businesses, government agencies, and professional groups usually provide
some openings.
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11.09 PROMOTION

. Promotion involves advertising products or services, raising mo ey, 'or influencing
the opinions of others. Some workers in this group deal directly with the public.
Advertising agencies, ,businesses and industries, colleges, unions, pro f nal groups,
and government agencies employ these workers.



U

11.10 REGULATIONS ENFORCEMENT

Regulations enforcement is the enforcing of laWs about finance,. people's rights,
heOth.and safety, and sijn4ar matters. However, workers in this group are not part

-.1eptilice.force. These workers examine procedures,.,products, and §ervices'to.aSsure
t government regulations are followed. Most jobs' in this group are found in gov-

ernrneht agencies. Businesses also hire workers in this group to enforce' company
policies.



11.11 BUSINESS MANAGEM

Business management means to direct the akiviti s of a company or a store.
Workers in this group carry out operagng policies and procedures and supervise
Others. All types of businesses employ Oese workers. These businesses include hotels,
recreation centers, and stored as well as transportation and service companies.. Some
government agencies also hire these workers.
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11.12 CONTRACTS AND CLAIMS

ContraCts and &aims include negotiating contracts and investigating claims for
companies and people. Workers who negotiate contracts set up legally binding agree-
ments between buyers and sellers of services, materials,: or products, Workers who
investigate claims gather inforniation to determine the validity of claims. Claims
involVe such things. as property damage Or personal injury. Insurance companies,
hooking agencies,' industries, businesses, and government agducies employ workers
in this group.
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12 PHYSICAL PERFORMING

12. PHYSICAL I'ERFORMING
4s.This is an interest in physical activities performed before an audience.

You can satisfy this interest -through jobs in attetics, sports, and the
physical feats. Ybu may enjoy Sports. Pgrhaps a job as a profe ipnal player
satisfy you. You may prefer to develop
walking.

d perform special -a.c s such as

-p

alierfOrrnance

of
or c'official wouldcobatics or wire

12.01 Sports.
12.02 Physical Feats
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12.01 SPORTS

Sports include cornpeting in professional athletic Or sporting events; coaching
. in .players and officiating games. Jobs n this group are found in all types of sports.

These sports_ nclude horse racing, hockey; football, baseball, basketball, golf, and
track.



12.021
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12.02 PHYSICAL FEATS
.

Physical feats, as used here, are acts of special physical strength or skill, which
entertain people. Workers in this group may perform alone. Circuses, carnivals, and-
theaters hire these workers. Booking agents often arrange performances and special
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